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LESSON 19           SAVINGS 
Objectives: 

§ Scholars will be able to evaluate the strength of different savings options. 
§ Scholars will be able to save their earnings formally. 

 
Vocabulary:  Savings, SACCOs 

 
Why this lesson:  
Successful leaders and entrepreneurs have savings to sustain themselves and their projects in the long term, 
and scholars can start saving in their clubs to solve their immediate problems. 
 
Materials: 
Visuals for stations, paper with stars, 4 cups for each station to collect stars (label them with masking tape) 
 
Lesson plan flow:  

§ Introduction (10 min) 
§ Savings stations (40 min) 
§ Case study on St Anthony (20 min) 
§ Conclusion/reflection (3 min) 
§ Action Steps (2 min) 

 
The point to bring home: There are different savings options—find the best one for you and start saving while 
at school! 
Do not skip: Savings stations 
Note to mentor: The classroom set-up is very important in this exercise! Pin up the 4 visuals in different 
corners before the class starts. Make sure that scholars MOVE AROUND during the savings stations activity. 

1.  INTRODUCTION         (Q&A – 10 MIN) 
 

Ø HAND OUT THE ATTENDANCE SHEET AND REMIND ALL SCHOLARS TO SIGN IT.  
 
Which Back Home Project ideas have you thought of to eradicate poverty in your community?  
Ask 3 scholars to share and continue to guide them on how to avoid poverty traps. 

Last week we talked about ways to avoid getting trapped in poverty. In this lesson we are going to talk about 
ways to SAVE. Having a planned strategy for saving is one way to gather wealth and avoid poverty. 

 
What are some reasons that people save? 
To prepare for emergencies like losing job or becoming ill, to pay school fees, to prepare for retirement 

 
What risks are there when you don’t save? 
Without money put away in savings and/or investments, you are at risk of a poverty trap. For example, 

not having enough money to pay for emergencies might force you to take a loan with unfavourable interest 
rates. You are at risk of leaving school or getting taken advantage of. Not having savings is very risky! 

 
What advice can scholars give to your mentees on what to do when money is not enough? 
They should start saving! They don’t want to rely on loans, gifts, and sports betting to survive. 

 
Today we will read about the Winners of the 2015 Educate! National Competitions and their brilliant idea of 
the SACCO that has helped solved their community’s most pressing problem. 
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Share the objectives of this lesson!  

2.  SAVINGS STATIONS                   Group exercise – 40 MIN 
Excite scholars about the next activity by telling them that before they read the case study they are going to 
look at different forms of saving and decide which one is the best option for them and their projects. 
 
NOTE: GIVE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST BEFORE STARTING!!  
Scholars need to travel to ALL savings stations. 
Tell Scholars they are going to have 2 rounds in this Activity.  Emphasize that though it’s a group activity, in 

Round 2 scholars will make individual decisions on which saving option they prefer 
 
Round 1: Learning about different savings techniques  

 Use “Savings Stations” visuals (4) 
1. Put scholars into groups of 4 scholars. Choose students sitting closest to each other. 
2. Each group will move around the 4 different stations to learn more about the different savings option 
3. As a group, they should come up with 2 things they like about this option, 2 things they dislike, and 1 

question. Each group spend a maximum of 3 minutes at each station 
4. After 20 minutes, scholars come back for big class discussion on Likes, Dislikes, & Questions as 

follows: For each station SHARE ONLY 1 Like, 1 Dislike, 1 Question 
 

Round 2: Choose your favourite savings technique. 
1. All students get 4 small pieces of paper with a star on it. 
2. Explain that these stars represent 5,000 UGX of money that you can save.  
3. Decide how and where you want to save it. You can put all four in the same place (bank, savings club, 

home, SACCOS), or you can divide them up among different savings options. 
4. All scholars will make individual decisions. 
5. After 5 minutes, ask 2-4 volunteers to help count the stars per station. 

 
Which method received most stars—the most money? Why was this? 
Was it  easy to make this decision? Weighing advantages and disadvantages is a savings skill. 

 
Where do you currently  save money? Would you change this after this exercise? 
With financial questions you should evaluate the best option for you personally and not follow others!  
 
! ! !  Mentor shares how you manage YOUR savings 
 
Who should manage savings in a family—mom or dad? Why? 
Gender also impacts money management. Often women are given the responsibilities of childcare. 

Many microfinance groups therefore target women only so that more money is used on the children. 

3.  BACK HOME PROJECT TEAMS: #3    Group work – 25 MIN 
Now we are going to focus on SACCOs a little more! Ask scholars to get into their Back Home Project teams. 
We are going to continue developing our funding plan for our project ideas. Now we will see how a SACCO 
could help you in this plan. 
 
Note: Give instructions to scholars before they break out in into the group activity. 
 
10 min – (TEAM) Read the St Anthony SS case study. Discuss which of the 5 funding strategies is in this story. 
15 min (TEAM) – Calculate a Start Up project costs in the workbook to draw a personal budget  
10 min (TEAM) – Write funding & savings plans for Start Up budgets with a standard amount that s/he can put 
aside into their personal “SACCO” on a weekly, monthly, or termly basis. 
 
GROUP FACILITATION: Focus on 2 different teams from last week to spend the most time mentoring 
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them. Your goal is to hear the savings goal of every scholar in the 2 focus teams of this week. 
 
Make sure you call out time checks so that scholars can manage time wisely and not feel rushed. 
4.  REFLECTION & CONCLUSION      LISTEN – 3 MIN 
Quote of the week: “Do not save what is left after spending, but spend what is left after saving.” –Warren 
Buffet 
Can you start  saving? Can you now help your mentees to save? They can explain all these four 
savings options to the mentees.  
 
Emphasize: Savings is a way to start businesses, projects and solve a community problem. 
 
Nationals Prep: The judges’ feedback from last year was not to do so many projects that you are scattered 
everywhere. You should specialize to meet the judging criteria…what savings strategy will the E! club use to 
keep their earnings safe? 
 
5.  ACTION STEP  Assignment – 2 MIN 
Collect completed business skills portfolios from scholars. Remind them that they should finish very soon!  
 
ACTION: Write parts 3 & 4 of your BHP project plan: strategy for mobilizing resources & marketing plan. 
 
 

 

 

  


